This performance of a lifetime benefits two very Annie apropos charities: The proceeds of this gift will be split equally between PEDIGREE Foundation, ...and Pajama Program, which provides new pajamas and books to children in need, many waiting to be adopted.

ANNIE: THE MUSICAL WALK-ON ROLE $30,000

BROADWAY BECKONS
Leaping bands! Your stomach is doing cartwheels as you wait in the wings for your cue. Along with a smile appear across your face as you realize THIS IS IT! You made it to The Great White Way! And soon, you'll be taking the stage in one of theater's most beloved plays, ANNIE, The Musical. The stage manager gives you the nod, and you step into the spotlight. Your role as a walk-on performer? To help the adorably good-natured orphan and her canine companion reach the world that perseverance and unwavering hope can change lives. After your curtain call, you'll sit down with one of the show's producers for a celebratory five-star meal.
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